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1 INTRODUCTION
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks are a major
threat to the Internet ecosystem. DDoS cannot only exhaust
resources of end systems but also of provider uplinks. Ide-
ally, DDoS attacks are mitigated close to the attacker, and
mitigation only affects malicious traffic.

Mitigation on inter-domain level is commonly implemented
with remotely triggered blackholing (RTBH). Blackholing
enables the victim domain to mark the (usually /32) IP prefix
under attack using BGP communities. Based on this tagging,
adjacent peers can filter traffic to the victim to prevent over-
load. Although RTBH is an easy to implement, cost-efficient
and effective mitigation solution, it faces a significant draw-
back: since all traffic to the victim is discarded, the victim
becomes completely unreachable. A more fine-grained filter-
ing is provided in BGP Flowspec [3], which supports filtering
rules – exchanged through BGP – for 12 different compo-
nents (e.g., source and destination address, TCP flags).
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In this poster, we aim for a better understanding of DDoS
traffic from an inter-domain perspective. We analyze mali-
cious traffic based on passive measurements from a national
Internet Service Provider and from a large regional Inter-
net Exchange Point. In contrast to previous work (e.g., [2]),
we try to characterize collateral damage that occurs while
blackholing DDoS traffic, compared to the benefits of deploy-
ing Flowspec. Our ongoing analysis shows that (i) current
blackholing drops significant portion of valid traffic whereas
BGP Flowspec requires very little additional information to
improve the situation, (ii) an IXP is a good vantage point to
deploy Flowspec close to the attacker.

2 RESULTS
2.1 ISP Lens
Data set. We look at the MAWI data set, which contains
full packet captures from a transpacific Internet link be-
tween Japan and the United States. Each trace represents a
15 minute snapshot per day. The data explicitly annotates
DDoS events and includes traffic features that character-
ize each attack [1]. We map these attack traffic features to
Flowspec components and create Flowspec rules [3] which
would protect each victim IP address.
Complexity of BGP Flowspec rules. For each attack in
the MAWI data set, we quantify the average number of com-
ponents that describe the attack (see Table 1). The IP desti-
nation address as well as the transport layer type are always
required. Depending on the attack, the source port (DNS,
NTP) or the ICMP type are necessary as well. Syn flooding
attacks are more complex, as they do not only require TCP
flags but also destination ports and (sometimes) IP source
addresses to identify distributed attacks. Rarely (< 5%) TCP
source or UDP destination ports are used.
False positives introduced by Blackholing. Blackholing
filters all traffic to the victim, including DDoS and legiti-
mate data. We define false positives as those packets to the
victim that do not match the corresponding Flowspec rule
but would be filtered by blackholing. Figure 1 presents the
statistical distribution of false positives rates per attack. On
average, the ratio of false positives ranges between 20% and
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Table 1: Average number of BGP Flowspec components required to specify exact filter rules per attack.

2015 2016 2017

# Comp. DNS ICMP NTP UDP SYN DNS ICMP NTP UDP SYN DNS ICMP NTP UDP SYN
2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 33% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
3 83% 56% 0% 0% 1% 96% 58% 100% 33% 0% 100% 50% 0% 78% 0%
4 17% 44% 100% 0% 74% 4% 42% 0% 33% 60% 0% 50% 0% 22% 58%
5 0% 0% 0% 0% 23% 0% 0% 0% 0% 40% 0% 0% 0% 0% 13%
6 0% 0% 0% 0% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 29%
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Figure 1: Incorrectly filtered traffic because of /32 blackholing compared to fine-grained BGP Flowspec.

70%, indicating demand for more fine-grained filtering com-
pared to blackholing. The distribution shows outliers for two
reasons. First, ≈ 100% false positives may arise because of
DDoS misclassification of the MAWI detection system. Sec-
ond, high volumes of DDoS traffic block legitimate traffic
which thus might not be visible in our snapshot. Our results
show a lower bound. Improving the methodology towards
historical traffic models is part of our on-going work.

2.2 IXP Lens
Data set. We analyze data from the switching fabric of
a large regional Internet Exchange Point (IXP). The data
includes full IP and transport headers but is sampled (i.e., 1
out of every 10,000 packets). Based on this data set, we can
better understand source and destination as well as transit
of DDoS traffic between peers. To infer blackholing events,
which indicate DDoS incidents, we analyze public BGP data,
i.e., from RIPE RIS and RouteViews. Our measurement is
based on the methodology by Giotsas et al. [2] and uses
the same dictionary of BGP communities known to be used
for blackholing. From Oct. 2017 till March 2018 we detect
71 IP addresses that have been protected by blackholing
and belong to one of the IXP members. For 18 of these IP
addresses, we find in our sampled flow data traffic in the
30 minutes window preceding blackholing. We assume that
such traffic is thus affected by the DDoS attack. For 4 IP
addresses we also measured traffic before the DDoS incidents.
Traffic mix before and during DDoS attack. The attack
traffic is mainly amplification traffic [4], and there is a clear
distinction between traffic that is visible before and during
the DDoS attack with respect to each victim IP address. In
terms of volume, the traffic increases between two and four

orders of magnitude. In terms of traffic type, any packet to
a victim that was sampled before the corresponding DDoS
attack exhibits a different transport and application protocol
compared to any traffic during the attack. Such clear signa-
tures enable fast, automatic filter rules based on the sampled
flow data to allow legitimate traffic to pass. However, to as-
sess false positives, it is worth noting that we do not see all
packets because of sampling. This makes characterization of
legitimate traffic challenging in contrast to the MAWI data,
in particular in case of low-traffic IXP members.
Sources of DDoS traffic. To analyze the topological loca-
tions of the amplifiers, we measure the distances in AS hops
from the AS that hosts the amplifiers to the IXP members
that forwards malicious traffic to other peers. Our analysis
is based on AS paths advertised by the IXP route server. Any
path prepending is resolved.
39% of the traffic comes from amplifiers hosted in IXP

member networks, 37% of the traffic is only one hop away
and thus initiated within networks of direct customers of
IXP members. Non-malicious traffic is slightly more local,
86% of traffic originates from a member or a direct customer
of a member. We argue that this locality allows for social
interaction to mitigate DDoS. In particular, when IXPs do
not offer blackholing services, they could personally contact
their members hosting an amplifier to setup immediate filters.
On the other hand, when IXP members experience DDoS
against one of their hosts, BGP Flowspec would enable them
to request dropping invalid traffic close to the root of the
attack, making IXPs a promising candidate for BGP Flowspec.
Next steps. We will work on an extended traffic model to
assess the beneficial impact of BGP FlowSpec in more detail.
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